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ABSTRACT 

Hybrid (numerical/physical) simulation (HS) with both numerical (NS) and physical 
substructures (PS) is proposed to investigate the seismic behavior of a complex reinforced 
concrete (RC) rigid frame bridge with tall piers characterized by thin-wall hollow sections. 
The HS primarily intends to increase the knowledge on the seismic performance of RC tall 
piers with thin-walled hollow sections. In order to reduce modeling errors of parts 
numerically simulated, i.e. NSs, we propose a novel hybrid simulation with online updating 
(UHS) of concrete constitutive parameters provided by PS data. In particular, the unscented 
Kalman filter (UKF) embedded in the OpenSees software is proposed for parameter 
identification. The online updating UHS with this identification method is numerically 
validated on a one-bay one-story frame. Then, applications of UHS are applied to a RC bridge. 
Results show that the proposed parameter identification and the relevant HS with online 
updating exhibit both a favorable performance and robustness with respect to standard 
techniques (SHS) without model updating. With regard to the seismic response of the 
simulated bridge, both the damage evolution and the failure modes of the PS are presented. 
Though both flexural and shear behavior characterize PS failure, an unfavorable shear failure 
was followed by stirrup fracture. 
 
KEY WORDS: RC rigid frame bridge; tall pier; thin-walled hollow section; OpenSees, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and motivation 

Rigid frame RC bridges with tall piers have been constructed mainly in mountainous area, 
due to its good spanning ability to cross deep canyons. A hollow cross-section is particularly 
common for the design of RC tall piers since it can provide sufficient stiffness with a reduced 
cross-section area which brings the benefit of cost savings, and the reduction of pier mass 
resulting in the attenuation of the relevant seismic response. In addition, a hollow section 
makes piers more flexible thus decreasing early cracks induced by thermal stresses due to 
hydration heat. However, damage investigations after major earthquakes show that a few RC 
columns with hollow section were severely damaged due to insufficient shear strength [1][2]. 
Hence, it is necessary to employ reliable experimental data to understand and design rigid 



frame RC bridges with tall piers and hollow cross-section. In this respect, quasi-static testing 
is the most widely used method [2]-[5]. Though both vertical and bilateral horizontal loads 
can be involved in [5], given the fact that loading histories in quasi-static testing are regularly 
pre-determined according to yield quantities of the specimen, quasi-static testing is not 
capable of generating realistic earthquake loading histories. Thus, due to the possibility of 
simulating more realistic seismic loading histories and involving effective member sizes, 
hybrid (numerical/physical) simulation can represent a fairly good approach for reproducing 
the dynamic response of bridges subjected to earthquakes. However, limited research on HS 
of bridges can be found. Spencer et al. carried out a series hybrid simulation on a bridge with 
common-height RC piers whose cross-section are circle and solid [6]. Pegon and Pinto 
implemented the substructuring HS on an RC bridge with thin-wall hollow-section piers. 
While in this study case, the pier is also a common-height pier whose height is 28m [7]. 
Terzic and Stojadinovic adopt HS for investigating the bridge response to the earthquake 
excitation followed by truck load. In this study, the experimental pier is solid circle-section 
[8]. In the researches [6] to [8], it is all assumed that the NS is accurate. Abbiati et al. 
employed HS for assessing the seismic behavior of an old RC viaduct [9], where the finite 
element model of the NS is pre-justified using the experimental data obtained from 
quasi-static tests of small-scaled piers. This means, before the HS, several quasi-static tests 
have to be carried out firstly. 

HS benefits from both computation and testing. As shown in Fig.1(a), the computer: (i) 
solves the system of equations of motion; (ii) simulates both inertial and damping forces in 
the system of equations. The testing technique: collects the nonlinear restoring forces of the 
structure from the physically tested structure. HS with substructures, as shown in Fig.1(b), 
allows for the key region (or component) of a structure, known as PS which is experimentally 
tested, being isolated from the remainder of the structure, referred to as the NS, which is 
numerically simulated [10]. As only one or several parts of the whole structure can be really 
tested, HS is a relatively economic way for investigating the seismic behavior of a structure at 
a large or even full scale (PS). Nonetheless, for a multi-pier bridge, it is impractical to 
physically test all piers; thus, most of the piers that may undergo strong nonlinearities have to 
be numerically simulated. As a result, the reliability of modeling nonlinear critical members 
as NS can be undermined. 

When numerical models can only be set based on known assumptions, e.g. type of 
elements, constitutive models, time-stepping methods, etc., online model updating represents 
an appropriate and effective way, to improve the accuracy of NSs. As they affect the accuracy 
of numerical simulation, constitutive models at different levels are extensively investigated 
for finite element (FE) software [11][12]. Consequently, researchers involved in HS are 
analyzing in depth the identification of constitutive models with limited parameter numbers. 

The three levels of constitutive models involved in mechanics are the component level 
characterized by a force-displacement relationship, the section level with a moment-curvature 
relationship and the material level characterized by a stress-strain relationship. As regards 
model updating in HS, the investigation extensively focused on the component constitutive 
model [13]-[15], where the displacement and force relationships are directly employed for 
critical members. This results in difficulties in updating parameters for the different boundary 
conditions, geometric dimensions of RC members, reinforcement ratios, axial compression 
ratios, etc. As a result, Wu et al. [16] proposed to identify the parameters of the constitutive 
model at the section level of steel members and applied model updating. However, focusing 
on a constitutive model at a sectional level can only solve the updating problem of structural 
members with different size along the length direction. Those with different areas of cross 
section, axial ratios, boundary conditions, etc., cannot be treated. Moreover, for both the 
constitutive models at a global level and those at the sectional level, the intra-element 



responses of a structural member cannot be captured. Thus, owing to their insufficient 
accuracy, these two types of constitutive laws are not commonly used in state-of-the-art 
modeling of civil-engineering structures. Conversely, a fiber-based model characterized by 
stress-stain relationships is certainly more accurate and frequently used to simulate the 
distributed plasticity of RC members. Moreover, targeting at the stress-strain relationship, the 
strict conditions, such as geometric, loading and boundary conditions, do not need to comply 
with between PS and NS. Therefore, model updating should be more effective when applied 
to a material level of a constitutive model. 

To implement model updating in HS with the presence of the nonlinear hysteretic behavior 
of a member/system, the identification method has to satisfy two conditions: (i) it has to be an 
online method; (ii) it must deal with a nonlinear system. In this respect, the recursive least 
square estimation (RLS) only applies to linear or piecewise linear systems. Kalman filter (KF) 
[16], which is still applicable to linear systems [17][18], extends the RLS to the region of 
time-varying systems by adding a state predictor to the RLS based on a state-space model. In 
order to solve the problem of estimation of nonlinear systems, the extended Kalman filter 
(EKF) [19] and the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [20]-[22], have been proposed, 
respectively, and been widely used [23]-[27]. As a result, many studies [20]-[22][28][29] 
found that the UKF is superior to the EKF and provides more robust results for strong 
nonlinear system without the need of Jacobian operators. Furthermore, to reduce the 
computing time of the entire hybrid simulation with model updating, the module for 
parameter identification has to be computationally efficient. The comparison between the 
particle filter (PF), also known as the sequential Monte Carlo method [30], the genetic 
algorithms [31] and the UKF, entails that UKF can provide a sufficient estimation accuracy 
with low time burden. Thus, the UKF is adopted for parameter identification of RC members 
in this paper. 

More precisely, the UKF is used for the estimation of parameters based on the difference 
between estimated and measured values of observed quantities. As a result, besides other 
factors that influence parameter convergence, such as types of input, complexity of the target 
model, etc., the observation should be sufficiently sensitive to parameters subject to 
identification. The stress level is the first choice for the identification of parameters at the 
material level [31]. However, for RC structures, it is difficult to accurately measure concrete 
stresses, especially after concrete cracking. In addition, the common measurement in HS is 
the restoring force of a component which is proven to be sufficiently sensitive to parameters 
[32]. Therefore, it is reasonable to take force values as observed quantities for identification 
[33]. Hence, other difficulties occur because measurement equations which describe the 
relationships between parameters to be identified and the observations are difficult to express 
in an analytical manner. To solve this problem, an FE model is proposed to embed into the 
UKF to represent the measurement equations. As open-source software platform, the 
OpenSees [34] is used both for parameter identification and updating. Therefore, NSs are 
modelled in OpenSees in this paper. 

1.2 Scope 

In this paper, we propose an HS method with model updating of parameters of constitutive 
models, where parameters are identified by the UKF and updated to models in NSs. In order 
to implement UKF, the OpenSees software was properly modified to compute estimated 
measurements. Along these lines, Section 2 presents how UKF was implemented, in view of 
parameter identification of material constitutive models. Moreover, the framework of 
updating HS is introduced in Section 3 and, to validate the UKF implementation, a monotonic 



static test on an RC column was carried out. Successively, the updating HS was numerically 
verified on a simple RC frame in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, both standard HS without 
model updating (SHS) and HS with model updating (UHS) are implemented and used for a 
RC rigid frame bridge to show both the effectiveness and accuracy of the novel method. As a 
result, the seismic response of the simulated bridge, its damage evolution and relevant failure 
modes of piers are presented and commented. 

2. UKF FOR PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION AND VALIDATION 

2.1 Parameter identification method 

Let’s assume that the parameter vector of the constitutive model, x, and the measurement 
vector, y, are related by the following equation which is called the measurement model, 
   (1) 
where y is an m-dimensional measurement vector, and v a measurement noise vector. Doob 
[35] proved that the optimal estimation of a random vector x with the mean-square-error 
criterion is the conditioned mean given y, which is just the Bayesian estimation. 

For linear systems, i.e. when h is a linear function, the KF [17] can exactly provide this 
optimal estimation and requires only the first two orders of statistic moments about x and y. 
By calculating the secondary moment, the Kalman gain can be calculated as follow,  

   (2) 

where, Ki is the Kalman gain, Pyy,i is the variance of y, Pxy,i is the covariance of x and y, and 
R is the variance of the measurement noise v. Then the optimal estimation of xi, i.e. the 
conditional mean, which is the first moment of xi, given yi, yi-1 …y1, can be calculated as 
follow, 

   (3) 

where,  is the estimation of the measurement yi. 
For nonlinear systems, the exact optimal estimation can only be computed when the 

conditional probability distribution of x given y is known. However, it is usually difficult to 
obtain the knowledge of this distribution a priori. Hence, in order to obtain a sub-optimal 
estimation with an acceptable precision at a reasonable cost, it is worthwhile to extend the KF 
to nonlinear systems. One of the most widely used method is the UKF which provides an 
estimation with an acceptable error; it is based on the following approximations: i) it retains 
the linear structure of the KF, i.e. the recursive estimation frame; ii) it uses the first two orders 
of statistic moments to obtain the Kalman gain, though it is not sufficient for nonlinear 
systems; iii) it approximates the first two orders of statistic moments themselves.  

The core of the UKF is the unscented transformation (UT) with the deterministic sampling 
method [20][21], which is the method for estimating the measurements, i.e. in Equation (3) 
and the covariance matrices Pyy,i and Pxy,i in Equation (2). Though h is nonlinear, the  can 
also be approximated through the UT with the deterministic sampling method on the 
condition that h is known and can be analytically expressed. However, the x to be identified, 
in this work, is the vector of parameters of a concrete constitutive model, while the 
measurement vector y is represented by the restoring force vector in a HS. This indicates that 
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the relation of x and y can hardly be expressed in an analytical form. As a result, this leads to 
the difficulties for calculating the estimation of measurement, , for that the corresponding 
sampling points which are the intermediate quantities for computing the estimated 
measurement can hardly be calculated. In detail, the sampling points of x with the scaled 
symmetric unscented transformation can be expressed as [20][21],  

 
            (4)

 

where n is the dimension of x, are the sampling points which are also called sigma points 
whose total number is 2n+1 at the i-th step. Based on the known h, one can find the 
corresponding  points of y,  

                            (5) 

where ui is a vector of displacements as an input. Note that, the  points are the 
intermediate quantities for calculating the . To solve the problem that the h can hardly be 
expressed in an analytical form, the OpenSEES finite element software is employed to 
calculate the corresponding points , as shown in Fig. 2; then the measurements can be 
estimated by the formula provided by UKF which is executed in Matlab software [36]. In 
particular, Wj is the weight factor of each ; ei is the difference of the measurement vector 
and its estimation, i.e. . Please, note that ri-1, shown in both in Eqn. (5) and Fig. 2, 
is defined as the vector of historical variables at time i-1, which is the vector including all 
those variables that influence the analysis results at next time step i. In this case, ri-1 is the 
vector of the variables generated by the OpenSEES computation at Step i-1. Clearly, the 
nonlinear transformation of the 2n+1 sigma points at each time step i is based on the same 
history variable ri-1 to finally attain the estimated measurement . Therefore, an extra 
running of the OpenSEES with the new estimated parameters at step i, i.e. , is executed to 
obtain the unifying historical variables for the next step.   

2.2 Uniaxial constitutive model of concrete 

The constitutive model adopted for simulating the nonlinear behavior of concrete in OpenSees 
is a combination of the Kent-Park model [37] and the Scott-Park model [38], named the 
Kent-Scott-Park model [39]. The stress-strain relation of this model, shown in Fig. 3, is 
controlled by four parameters, where fc is the axial compressive strength, ε0 is the strain at the 
compressive strength, εm is the crushing strain, and fr is the strength when the strain is equal to 
or greater than εm. This constitutive model of concrete is applicable for both the unconfined 
and confined concrete by determining different values of parameters.  

For multi-piers bridge, it may happen that the confinement ratios of concrete are different 
from one pier to another. This may lead to a situation that the constitutive parameters of 
confined concrete model identified with the PS data cannot be directly updated to the 
confined concrete model in the NS, when only one or two piers can be taken out as the PS. As 
the parameters of unconfined concrete model are the same for both the PS and NS, we seek to 
build the connection between the confined concrete model for PS and that for NS by unifying 
the model of confined concrete and of unconfined concrete. 
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From existing research works [37][38], it can be concluded that the parameters of confined 
concrete are related to those of unconfined concrete through the volumetric ratio of stirrup, rs, 
by,   

                   (6) 

            (7) 
                                  (8) 

where, fcu, ε0u and εmu are the parameters of unconfined concrete; fc, ε0 and εm are the 
parameters representing the confined concrete when rs≠0, and unconfined concrete when 
rs=0. The proportional factor , where fyh is the yield strength of stirrups. For the 
second proportional parameter Ksr2, Kent [37] recommends that Ksr2 = Ksr1, while Mander [40] 
suggests Ksr2 = 5Ksr1. About Ksr3, Mander recommends , while 
Kent proposes a more complicated approach. In addition, the crushing strength is generally 
assumed as a fraction of the compressive strength, that is , where Hognestad [41] 
suggests K = 85%. Other researchers prefer figures such as 80% or 50% based on 
experimental data. As a result, the stress-strain can be expressed by means of seven 
constitutive parameters and the volumetric ratio of stirrups as, 

 (9) 

whose simplified form can be written as, 
   (10) 
So far, the concrete constitutive model adopted in this paper is characterized by seven 
parameters to be identified. A parameter sensitivity analysis has been carried out to analyze 
the influence of the seven parameters on the restoring force of a RC column [33]. Relevant 
results indicate that the force is mainly sensitive to fcu, ε0u and K. 

2.3 Validation of the identification method 

The OpenSees embedded UKF was validated through a monotonic loading test of a RC 
column with a height of 1.2m. The cross section of the column, the test setup and other details 
can be found in [33]. 

The recommended values of parameters, mentioned in Subsection 2.2 are adopted to be the 
initial values of parameters for the identification with UKF. In order to deal with more reliable 
values, the material tests of concrete and stirrup are carried out firstly to obtain fcu and fyh. The 
initial values of Ksr1 and Ksr3 can be calculated with the formulas recommended above. With 
regard to Ksr2, its initial value is evaluated as three times of Ksr1, where three is a mean value. 
The initial values are listed in Table 1 and the initial covariance matrices for UKF read  = 
diag [2.7×10-2, 3.5×10-6, 5×10-4] and R=9×10-4, respectively.  

For the space limitation, only the identification result of the most sensitive parameter fcu 
and the comparison of displacement-force relations are presented in Fig. 4. For the other 
parameters, please refer to [33]. Testing results show a favorable performance of the 
identification method. However, a careful reader can observe that the parameter fcu jumped 
from an initial value of -43 MPa to -90MPa, in the first few steps. This was caused by the 
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Kent-Scott-Park model which ignores the tensile strength of concrete which plays a 
significant role in the restoring force of a flexural member when the loading does not entail 
cracking. If it is ignored, to compensate for the loss of tensile strength, the UKF method 
forces fcu to increase. The minus in Fig. 4(a) indicates that the stress is a compressive stress. 

3. HYBRID SIMULATION WITH ONLINE MODEL UPDATING  

Both standard hybrid simulation without model updating (SHS) and with model updating 
(UHS) rely on a COORDINATOR that runs in one computer which is in charge of solving the 
dynamic equations of motion and the analyzing of the NS. The actuator controller is managed 
by the MTS793 software which is installed in another computer. Moreover, the Matlab 
software host the module for parameter identification of UHS in a third computer. Data 
transferring between the three computers are managed by the Coordinator through a TCP/IP 
protocol.  

3.1 Framework of UHS 

In order to run the SHS, the system of equations of motion of the whole (emulated) system, 
  (11) 
is solved by standard time-stepping schemes, like the central difference method, Newmark-b 
method, etc. In (11), the inertia force  and the damping force , are 
numerically simulated, while the restoring force, R(t) is measured from the tested structure 
whose displacement loading commands are those solved by the integration method at time t. 
F(t) defines the input ground motion. For a SHS with substructures, the system is divided into 
PSs and NSs, as shown in Fig. 5. Then, the computed displacements are separately sent to the 
substructures. Accordingly, R(t) is split into the restoring force of PSs, Re(t), and NSs, Rn(t). 
In detail, the sum of the Re(t) and the Rn(t) at the DoFs of node 3 are the final restoring forces 
of Node 3. For the other DoFs, the Rn(t) is the final restoring force. The schematic of SHS 
without model updating can be understood from Fig. 5.  

By adding an online model updating module, see Fig. 5, to the SHS, the enhanced UHS can 
be achieved. The key problem of model updating is the parameter identification part where an 
extra numerical model of the PS is needed. In this part, the parameters of the constitutive 
model in the FE model of the PS are adjusted/optimized based on a certain criterion to 
minimize the deviation of the restoring forces between estimated and measured values. To 
improve the accuracy of the NS, then, these optimized parameters are sent to the numerical 
members which are simulated with the same constitutive model as the PS, and updated. The 
COORDINATOR shown in Fig. 5 has three basic functions, i) to solve the system of 
equations of motion; ii) to control the entire process of testing; iii) to cope with data 
transmission of each module. 

3.2 Numerical validation 

In order to validate the feasibility and stability of the whole process of UHS, a case study 
made of a RC frame was implemented. Three cases, as illustrated in Fig. 6, are involved in the 
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numerical verification: (i) Case A is a reference case in which the concrete constitutive 
parameters are the same for the two columns and taken as the true parameters for reference; 
(ii) Case B is the SHS case in which the left column is considered as the PS and the same as 
that in Case A, while the concrete parameters in the right column are different from those in 
the PS; (iii) Case C is a UHS case in which the left column is the PS, and the right column is 
the NS for parameter updating. That is, the initial values of the concrete parameters of the NS 
in Case C are the same as those in the right column of Case B, and then it is updated using the 
identified values. 

The initial covariance matrix and measurement noise variance of x read  = diag [1.279, 

0.587, 16.5] and R=100, respectively. The initial values of the seven constitutive parameters 
involved in (10) are presented in the second row of Table 2. More precisely, fcu, ε0u and K are 
the three parameters to be identified, whilst the remaining ones remain unchanged during 
hybrid simulation. Results of the UHS are shown in Fig. 7-9 and highlight the accuracy 
improvement of the NS during UHS. Fig. 7 shows that the parameters converge to the 
reference values pretty fast, making the displacement at the top of numerical column and the 
hysteretic loops of Case C very close to those obtained in Case A, as shown respectively in 
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In Fig. 8 one can observe that the relative errors achieved by UHS are rather 
small. It is noted that, in this case there is only one NS which needs to be updated. As the 
number of NSs increases, we expect that the improvement of accuracy of the UHS will be 
more significant. 

In order to show result robustness to initial values of constitutive parameters, a number of 
hybrid simulations are carried out considering parameter uncertainties. The results are 
presented by means of the bar chart diagram depicted in Fig. 10. More precisely, the x-axis 
represents the errors of the maximum displacement at the top of the RC frame between Case 
A, i.e. the reference case, and Case C, i.e. the UHS. The y-axis identifies parameters.  

The base value of the displacement error is the one obtained from the numerical example of 
the RC frame, which is 0.87%, and is identified by the vertical dashed line. The initial values 
of parameters are shown in the second row of Table 2 and are, hereafter called, reference 
initial values (RIVs). For each parameter, two more runs of hybrid simulation are carried out 
with the initial value of RIV±s.d., while the other six parameters remain unchanged with the 
initial value of RIV. Because we assumed that the strength level of concrete is C40, the mean 
value of fcu is 50MPa with a s.d. of 6MPa. Therefore, two more runs were carried out with the 
initial value of fcu equal to 56MPa and 44MPa, respectively. Likewise for normal concrete, the 
s.d. ofε0u is 0.0005，so the two initial values considered were 0.002±0.0005. For the s.d. of 
remaining parameters, see third row of Table 2, the interested reader can refer to [33]. 

Results of Fig. 10 clearly emphasize both the robustness and reliability of UHS when 
parameters of concrete constitutive law are involved. In particular, the robustness of structural 
responses to the initial values of parameters is pretty good with a maximum error of 4.2%. In 
addition and for identification, structural responses are most severely affected by the initial 
value of K. 

The average runtime of each identification step is about 0.15s which is a quite small value. 
The execution time of the FE model is 21.9% of the whole simulation time. Nonetheless, the 
main factor impacting the execution time is the data transmission between different pieces of 
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software, i.e the Matlab and OpenSees softwares; The relevant time is 25.9% which is larger 
than that employed by the FE model computation. In usual non-real-time hybrid simulations 
presented here, the requirements for the execution time of parameter identification is not so 
strict. Therefore, the proposed method can cope with requests. 

 

4. HYBRID SIMULATIONS OF A RIGID FRAME BRIDGE 

Two cases of HSs were carried out on the RC rigid frame bridge: one for the standard case 
without model updating (SHS) and the other one for the case with model updating (UHS). 
One specimen was built for both the two cases. The sequence of the HSs carried out is the 
standard HS, then the HS with model updating.  

4.1 Bridge prototype 

The prototype target bridge was the RC continuous bridge shown in Fig. 11. The main bridge 
was endowed with two tall piers of 126.06m and three spans of 90m, 170m and 90m, 
respectively. 

The cross section of the box girder was variable as presented in Fig. 12. The right part 
shown in Fig. 12 is the section with a height of 3.7m for the mid span as well as tail beam; 
while the left part is the section at the root of the beam with a height of 10.0m. The height 
between them obeyed to a parabola with 1.75 power. The cross section of the main pier was a 
rectangular hollow section with a thin wall of 0.8m thick. Details are presented in Fig. 13, 
where the length of the section along the longitudinal direction is constant, i.e. 12m; and the 
width along the transverse direction is variable with 6.7m at the top of the pier and 10.7m at 
the bottom. The two main piers were the same and partitioned into five hollow segments with 
four diaphragms. The total height of each pier was 126.06m with the height of the top hollow 
segment equal to 26.06m and the others equal to 25m, respectively. 

4.2 Testing program 

For both the SHS and UHS, a total of eighteen DoFs were considered by lumping six mass 
points distributed along the pier as presented by Nodes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 in Fig. 14. The 
gravities of the superstructure and the piers were considered by applying vertical loads to each 
mass point.  

As shown in Fig. 14, the substructure with a height of 31.2m from the bottom of the left 
pier was assumed as PS, while the remaining part is numerically simulated in OpenSees, i.e. 
the NS. The generalized forces of node 2 along three directions, i.e. the lateral force, the 
vertical force and the bending moment in plane, were the sum of those attained from the NS 
and measured from the PS. The generalized forces in the other DoFs were only numerical 
forces. 

The NS was a full-scale FE model; while the PS was a 1:12 scaled specimen built and 



tested in the Structural and Seismic Testing Center, Harbin Institute of Technology. As a result, 
the system (11) was solved by the COORDINATOR at full scale. So, the generalized 
deformations sent to the PS via the controller and the generalized forces which were measured, 
were scaled according to the similitude ratio S=1/12. Correspondingly, the scaled factors used 
for data transfer were collected in Table 3. 

4.3 Bridge model and NSs 

In order to ensure the quality of the FE model of the NS, a refined FE model of the whole 
bridge was set in OpenSees using force-based beam elements, which was validated by means 
of bridge field test data. Then, this refined FE model was simplified to increase the 
computational efficiency of the HS. 
  A sketch of the refined FE model is illustrated in Fig. 15. With regard to piers, each hollow 
segment was modeled by three beam elements with a total number of thirty elements; while 
the box girder was divided into four parts with eight elements per part. Both deck and piers 
with tapered cross-section were simulated by piecewise equal subsections as shown in Fig. 16. 
For instance, the approximation of element 1-101 is illustrated in Fig. 16(a). Its width in the 
approximated model was the mean of the width at node 1 and 101 in the prototype, 
respectively.  
The constitutive model of steel bars and concrete adopted in the FE model were the 
Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto model (Steel02 in OpenSees), and the Kent-Scott-Park model 
(Concrete01 in OpenSees) as mentioned in Subsection 2.2, respectively. Their parameters are 
listed in Table 4. 

The computed frequencies obtained from the refined model are collected in Table 5, and, 
for the sake of comparison, the field-tested frequencies of the bridge [42] are also listed. As 
the FE model was a 2D model, only the frequencies along the longitudinal and vertical 
directions are presented. One can observe that the agreement is favorable.   

In order to reduce the complexity and the computational burden of the HS, a simplified FE 
model with less elements was built using the same material parameters as illustrated in Fig. 17. 
By applying the same seismic loading, i.e. the El Centro (NS, 1940), to the refined and 
simplified FE models, the time history analysis results of displacement at the top of one pier 
are compared in Fig. 18. Because the simplified model can provide accurate results, the 
relevant NS, except element 1-2 that corresponds to the PS, was used in HS. 

4.4 The PS 

The main characteristics of the specimen, i.e. the PS, are shown in Fig. 19, where both the 
standard hollow section and the diaphragm sections are presented. The thick of the standard 
section was only 70mm, and the ratio of the thick and length of the section along the 
longitudinal direction was 0.07. 

The testing setup is presented in Fig. 20; it was characterized by an L-type loading beam 
connected to the top beam of the specimen, and two portal frames for constraining the 
out-of-plane displacements. Three MTS actuators, one in the horizontal direction and two in 
the vertical direction, were used to impose displacements and rotation at the top of the 



specimen. The three actuators were controlled by the MTS Flex Text 60 controller which was 
managed by the MTS793 software.  

In order to assure that the target displacement was fully imposed, an outer-loop 
displacement control was applied to the specimen. With this respect, five displacement 
sensors, i.e. Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs), were set up as illustrated in 
Fig. 21. LVDT1 was for the lateral displacement of the foundation; LVDT2 was for the 
displacement of the pier top; the difference displacement of the two LVDTs was believed to 
be the displacement that the top pier really experienced. LVDT5 was for the vertical 
displacement of the pier top; LVDT3 and LVDT4 were for the vertical displacements of the 
top beam at the positions corresponding to Actuator2 and Actuator3, respectively. Meanwhile, 
the combination of LVDT3 and LVDT4 were for the rotation of the top pier. 

4.5 Parameter identification 

According to Subsection 2.1, x is used to define the state vector including the concrete 
constitutive parameters being identified, i.e. x = [fcu, ε0u, K], in which the three parameters are 
the most sensitive ones to the restoring force used in Section 3; y is adopted for the 
measurement vector, a scalar quantity in this case, which represents the lateral restoring force 
of the PS at each step. As shown in Fig. 20, the observation of the lateral restoring force of the 
PS is measured by Actuator #1. Since we use an Opensees FE model of the PS, the expression 
of the measurement equation, h, i.e. the measurement equation which describes the 
relationship of the concrete constitutive parameters being identified and the measurements of 
the restoring force, the discrete-time state-space model of the measurement equation, can be 
expressed as,  
   (12) 
where OSFM stands for the OpenSees FE model. uk defines the displacement input at each 
step k of the DoF at the top of the PS, which is received from the COORDINATOR, i.e. uk = 
[dL, dV, θ]. More precisely, dL represents the lateral displacement, dV the vertical displacement, 
θ the rotation. vk is a scalar that defines the measurement noise.  

The initial covariance matrix of x, , and the measurement noise variance, R, read  = 

diag [2.88×10-7, 8.46×10-11, 3.06×10-9] and R = 1×10-3, respectively. The values of 
these two quantities remain constant for all hybrid simulations of the bridge subjected to the 
earthquake records with different peak ground acceleration (PGA). The detailed PGA levels 
are provided hereinafter. 

4.6 Results 

4.6.1 Results of parameter identification 
 
The earthquake record of the El-Centro (NS, 1940) was adopted as seismic loading with a 
peak ground acceleration (PGA) scaled to 0.07g, 0.22g, 0.4g, 0.62g, 1g and 1.5g. In the case 
of SHS, the PS failed at a PGA = 1.5g. Therefore, there was no results for the UHS at PGA = 

OSFM( , )k k k ky v= +x u

0
ˆ ˆxxP

0
ˆ ˆxxP



1.5g. For the other PGA levels, a favorable performance of the proposed identification method 
can be found. For brevity, only the results at a PGA = 1.0g are shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23. 
The comparisons of displacement-force relationship between SHS and HS with model 
updating (UHS) are shown in Fig. 24.  

From Fig. 22, one careful reader can observe that the identified parameters steadily 
converge to certain values. With regard to the parameter fc, the convergence value was quite 
small. This was mainly caused by model errors entailed by the Kent-Scott-Park model itself, 
which cannot take into account a significant influence of shear stresses. Therefore, the UKF 
method forced the reduction of fc, the most sensitive parameter, to compensate for model 
errors. Moreover, in Fig. 23, ‘identification results’ indicates the displacement-force response 
computed by the FE model using the online identified parameters via UHS, while the ‘FE 
results with initial values’ presents the response using the initial values of parameters as 
constant in the FE model, i.e. the values of parameters for the NS in the SHS. As a result, the 
accuracy of the parameter identification can be deduced from the comparison to data 
measured from the PS, i.e. the testing results. Eventually, Fig. 24 illustrates the comparison of 
displacement-force responses at the interface between PS and NS of the full-scale pier 
provided by the SHS and the UHS. One can observe the huge differences between results 
provided by SHS and UHS. It is evident that UHS can significantly enhance SHS. 

In this case, the average execution time is similar to that of the numerical validation case 
presented in Subsection 3.2. The runtime of both the FE model and data transmission 
represents the most time consuming modules at each identification step. 

 
 

4.6.2 Results of the seismic response of the bridge 
 
  Given the FE discretization of Fig.14, the lateral displacement histories at the top the two 
piers, i.e. DoF 7 of node 6 and DoF 16 of node 12, were different when the SHS was applied, 
because that the element 1-2 was taken out testing as the PS, while the element 7-8 was 
numerically simulated without model updating. However, when the UHS was employed, the 
displacement histories of DoF7 and DoF16 were expected to be similar, where the parameters 
of concrete constitutive model in the NS including element 7-8 were updated based on the 
experimental data of the PS. Fig. 25 presents the corresponding analysis results of the bridge 
using UHS. As expected, one can observe that time histories of displacement at the top of the 
two piers were similar. 

The comparison of the lateral displacement histories at the top of the left pier, i.e. DoF 7, 
between the SHS and UHS is illustrated in Fig. 26. One can observe that the maximum 
displacement provided by UHS was smaller than that predicted by SHS. This is because SHS 
does not predict a realistic damage in NSs. The lateral displacement histories of nodes 2, 4 
and 6 of the left pier provided by SHS and UHS are shown in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28, respectively. 
From the figures and also the analysis based on Fast Fourier Transform, it is found that the 
main vibration frequency of node 4 obtained by UHS was higher than that obtained by SHS 
due to the contribution of higher modes to the pier response.  

In this respect, the lateral displacements of each mass point along the height of the left pier, 
i.e node 2, 4 and 6, at the same time are presented in Fig. 29. Curve “Node 2” / “Node 4” / 



“Node 6” indicates that the lateral displacement of Node 2 / Node 4 / Node 6 reached the 
maximum value at the two directions, respectively. One can observe that higher-mode effects 
can be clearly captured by UHS and modify the amount of inelasticity along each pier height.  

Previous research show that, the dynamic behavior of slender tall pier is notably influenced 
by higher vibration modes [43]. With the contribution of higher modes, the plastic hinge can 
form in the middle besides at the bottom of a tall pier, and the ultimate displacement at the 
pier top cannot be the only criteria for assessing the seismic performance of the bridge with 
tall piers [44]. The comparisons of the SHS and UHS, illustrated in Figs. 26 to 30, show that 
the results provided by the UHS were more consistent with the previous analysis results than 
that by the SHS; and the dynamic responses of the bridge simulated by the UHS was closer to 
the real earthquake responses. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the UHS is 
superior to the SHS on predicting the impacts of higher modes, and hence on evaluating the 
seismic behavior of the bridge with slender tall piers. 
 
4.6.3 Failure modes of the PS 
  The PS sketched in Fig. 19 and characterized by a thin-wall hollow section failed at about 
1.5g PGA accompanied by a bending-shear failure mode with dominant shear damage. At the 
onset of failure, a main wide diagonal crack was observed in the front and back sides of the 
specimen as shown in Fig. 30; stirrups failed, as depicted in Fig. 31, accompanied by concrete 
crushing at the bottom of the specimen as well as at the position of the diaphragm as indicated 
in Fig. 32. The width of the main inclined crack was about 3mm. These failure modes are 
quite difficult to be captured in a pure numerical setting.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to improve the modeling of critical NSs that cannot be tested in a laboratory, and, 
hence, the overall quality of hybrid simulation, model updating is proposed by means of 
constitutive laws at the stress-strain level, where the parameters of the concrete constitutive 
model are online identified and updated during hybrid simulation. The typical requirements 
that the updated components in the NSs must have the same factors of PSs, which involve 
constitutive models at the global level, such as boundary conditions, axial ratio, geometric 
dimensions, etc., can be relaxed. In order to replace the measurement equation, the OpenSees 
software platform was developed to be embedded into the UKF framework; so, we were able 
to analytically express the measurement equation. This identification method enlarges the 
scope of selecting the observation quantity. As a proof of concept, the proposed method was 
numerically verified on a RC frame and further physically validated by carrying out a number 
of hybrid simulations with a large-scaled specimen, i.e. the PS, on a large-complex RC rigid 
frame bridge characterized by thin-wall hollow-section tall piers. The following conclusions 
can be drawn. 
(1) The implementation of the OpenSees-embedded UKF for online identification of 

concrete constitutive parameters was proven to be accurate, efficient and suitable for HS 
based on online model updating. 

(2) The feasibility of the proposed identification method applied to HS with online model 



updating (UHS) is demonstrated by numerical simulations on a RC frame. A further proof 
of this UHS on a large-complex RC rigid frame bridge is provided. Compared to standard 
HS without model updating, results show that online updating of concrete constitutive 
models can significantly improve the accuracy of NS responses, making the high-order 
frequency responses well captured for a bridge with tall flexural piers. As a result, the HS 
with updating concrete constitutive parameters is feasible and can be extended to large 
complex systems endowed with numerous critical members. 

(3) The failure mode of a pier endowed with a thin-wall hollow section appears to be of 
bending-shear type with one main diagonal crack running through the specimen. The 
specimen was severely damaged by the tensile rupture of stirrups accompanied by 
concrete crushing at the bottom and at the diaphragm. As a result, the shear influence in 
RC components with thin-wall hollow sections should be accurately and fully considered 
in numerical simulations. 

Because both specimens and experimental data are limited, improved FE models of bridge 
components were deterministically obtained without considering material/structural 
uncertainties as well as seismic input uncertainties. As a result, the effects of uncertainties on 
the seismic bridge response associated with the variability of model parameters and seismic 
input deserve further studies. 
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Tables 
 
 

Table 1 Initial and reference values of concrete constitutive parameters 

Parameter 
fcu 

(MPa) 
ε0u K εmu Ksr1 Ksr2 Ksr3 

fyh 

(MPa) 
Reference value 43 -- -- -- 13.5 -- -- 579.9 

Initial value 43 0.002 0.85 0.0038 13.5 40.5 457.8 -- 
 
 

Table 2 Reference, minimum and maximum values of initial values of parameters 

Parameter fcu (MPa) ε0u K εmu Ksr1 Ksr2 Ksr3 

Reference value 50 0.002 0.85 0.0035 4.7 14.1 201.4 

Variation 
Min 
Max 

50±6 0.002±0.0005 
0.2 
1 

0.0033 
0.0038 

4.2 
5.4 

4.2 
27 

185.5 
213.9 

 
 
 

Table 3 Similitude ratios for the PS 

 
Generalized deformation Generalized force 

dx dy θ Fx Fy M 

Ratio of similitude 1/12 1/12 1 1/122 1/122 1/123 
Deformations calculated by 

the COORDINATOR 
   - - - 

Deformations received by PS    - - - 

Forces measured from PS - - -    
Forces received by the 

COORDINATOR 
- - -    

 
 
 

Table 4 Parameters for material constitutive models 

Parameter 
Concrete  Steel 

fcu (MPa) ε0u fdu (MPa) εdu  fy (MPa) Es (MPa) 

Pier 40.8 0.002 20.4 2.38  340 2.0×105 

Girder 33.4 0.002 16.7 2.50  340 2.0×105 
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Table 5 Main frequencies of the RC bridge 

Case  Longitudinal direction (Hz)   Vertical direction (Hz) 

 1st  1st 2nd 3rd 

Measurement 0.50  1.18 1.90 2.38 

Simulation 0.44  1.21 2.06 2.44 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figures 
 

  
(a) Hybrid simulation of a full system (b) Hybrid simulation with substructures 

Fig.1 Schematic of hybrid simulation 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the identification process at each step 

 
 
 

 
Fig.3 Kent-Scott-Park concrete model available in OpenSees 

 
 



 
 
 

 

Fig. 5 Schematic of hybrid simulation with model updating 

 
 

 

           

(a) Parameter fcu 
(b) Comparison of the displacement-force 

relations 
Fig. 4 Identification results compared with simulated measurements 



Fig. 6 Convergence of the identified parameters 
 

 

 

 

(a) Parameter fc (b) Parameter ε0 (c) Parameter K 

Fig. 7 Results of parameter identification 
 
 

 

Fig. 8 Displacement time histories at the top of NS column 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 9 Displacement-force relationships of the NS 

 



 
Fig. 10 Bar chart diagram with comparative sensitivity analysis 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 11 General arrangement of the prototype RC bridge (Dimensions in m) 

 
 
 

  

Fig. 12 Cross section of the box girder 
(Dimensions in m) 

Fig. 13 Cross section of the pier 
(Dimensions in m) 
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Fig. 14 Analysis model of the main bridge for HSs 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 15 Schematic of the refined FE model of the main bridge 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

Fig. 16 Sketch of the FE approximate models 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 17 Simplified FE model of the main bridge 

 
 
 
 



 

Fig. 18 Displacement-time histories of the main bridge provided by different FE models. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 19 Dimensions of the specimen PS (in mm) 

 



 

  
Fig. 20 Loading equipment and the specimen 

 
 
 

  

(a) Observation points at the top of the specimen (b) Observation points at the foundation 

Fig. 21 Layout of displacement sensors  
 
 
 

 

 

 

(a) Parameter fc (b) Parameter ε0 (c) Parameter K 

Fig. 22 Convergence of identified parameters 
 



 

 

 

 Fig. 23 Comparison of displacement-force 
responses at the top of the specimen  

Fig. 24 Comparison of displacement-force 
responses at the interface between PS and NS 
of the full-scale pier with standard HS (SHS) 

and HS with model updating (UHS) 
 
 
 

 

 Fig. 25 Displacement histories form the UHS at the top of the two piers  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 Fig. 26 Displacement histories of the top of the left pier for a PGA = 0.62g 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Fig. 27 Lateral displacement histories of node 2, 4 and 6 provided by SHS for a PGA = 
0.62g 

 
 
 
 

 

 Fig. 28 Lateral displacement histories of node 2, 4 and 6 provided by UHS for a PGA = 
0.62g 

 
 
 



 
 

  
(a) Displacement configuration of masses 

of left pier provided by SHS 
(b) Displacement configuration of masses 

of left pier provided by UHS 
Fig. 29 Lateral displacement of each mass along the height of the pier (PGA = 0.62g) 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 (a) Front view   (b) Back view 
Fig. 30 Crack distributions along the longitudinal direction 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

   

Fig. 31 Rupture of a stirrup 
due to tensile forces 

(a) Bottom of the pier in the 
left side 

(b) Diaphragm failure in the 
right side 

Fig. 32 Concrete crushing of the specimen 


